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ABSTRACT
Between Gods and Animals is a multi-angle exploration of the Caucasian
heteronormative male’s endless pursuit to sustain power and inability to live
by their own set of codes. Using the Grecco Roman period as an origin
point, this work examines the forces that have historically perpetuated the
myth of masculinity. Relating past ideals of maleness to contemporary standards this thesis illuminates patriarchal structures that are systematizing masculinity while providing a space to normalize a gamut of masculines. The
visual works included act as an introspective approach in accepting the complacency of my existence as a man who has operated within the created
boundaries thus far.
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INITIATION

I have immersed myself in a topic that feels frighteningly distant and simultaneously close
to my ideation of self. Looking critically at the growing number of external influences that
inform my artistic decisions and the privileges I was given for merely existing, my art
practice and personal life have gained a greater sense of my positionality within a sociopolitical context. dsadssadsadasdsadddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd............
Growing up in metro Detroit, I never engaged in any discussions about gender outside
of male/female dynamics. Partially because it is not generally recognized or accepted
in the community. Before coming to RISD, I visited a doctor in my hometown to sign
necessary paperwork and perform tests. After seeing multiple options to check beyond
male/female on the health form, he began to complain about how doomed society is
because of “other” people encroaching on his freedom. The irony of his hegemonic
and heteronormative comments is that he continued to criticize people who identify
outside the gender binary while firmly holding my testicles and asking me to cough.
Exposure to artists discussed in this thesis and the work they created help me learn
about how masculines can be represented, performed and asserted in different factions. Their work has given me the perspective to understand where my voice and
own works t into the art world. It has been an enriching experience to spend so much
time deconstructing how my history informs my position within American social hierarchies. Part of the experience relied on the extensive variety of comments and questions posed during critiques and in studio visits. The array of suggestions and inquiry led me to question my merit in creating work about male power dynamics.
How can I, a white male wedded to a white female, be critical of normalized masculinity?
Not everyone believes that a straight white man can, or should be allowed to critique
his own systematized culture. I understand that view; though think that I am a uniquely
qualified vessel to do so.
Through the process of generating, reflecting and critiquing my work, I have begun to
reform my answer to that question. While I indeed prescribe to a notion of acceptable
masculinity, it is easy for me to track how that ideal has broken down through time and
experience. Most men haven’t had access to traditionally male cultures and sub-cultures
to the degree I have. Being able to exist within the bowels of skateboard culture and
spend two years working in the Playboy Magazine photo studio allowed me to peek behind the curtain of select structures perpetuating the myth of machismo.
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Both professional experiences acted as a catalyst to pursue graduate education. If I
became too comfortable, those toxic structures had the potential to eat me up and shit
me out as a mild fertilizer for future crops. The discontent I felt from that exposure also
serves as fuel to push against the systems that have been defining my existence to this
point. By giving myself the space of six years to be deeply involved with these worlds
prior coming to graduate school, I was able to get insider intelligence into how age,
race, environment, physical ability, and class play a role in the way men perform their
gender amongst one another.
Many of the men at Playboy behaved as one would expect. The ones that did not
were the only ones with aceess tot he studio and the ability to know its ineer wowrkings. DLXSF, the skatebaord distibutior I worked at for over four years, had a much
differnt social climate. Many skatebaorders are open minded indivuslas that prescribe
to certain thigns with intesnity. The sport and the ulture surroinding it being one. The
other is gender norms
CONCEARED WITH IMAGE, battle for
have men perform there gender,
While I can clearly define those chapters of my life
Throught he process of memoery work

Co-workers relieving themselves on a trip from San Francisco to Los Angeles. (2014)
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kin·e·mat·ics
the branch of mechanics concerned with the motion of objects
without reference to the forces that cause the motion.
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THE CIRCLE OF ALLOWANCE

In the Fall of 2016 I was lucky enough to be accepted by a local New England model
airplane club, appropriately named the Wingbusters, to photograph upcoming competitions. While living in California I had reached out to several clubs, never getting a response, which is why I was elated to have the opportunity to witness the operation. With
no prior experience flying model airplanes, all I knew of the sport was seeing it portrayed
in cinema and television along with occasionally seeing them flying in parks during my
childhood. The moment I stepped out of my car into the cold and damp Fall air, a blistering roar created by two tiny airplanes took me by surprise. At this moment, it became
apparent I had a lot to discover about the way this group of men performs before, during
and after the competition.
To give some background on the group, the Wingbusters is a clique of five white men aged
46 to 65 which meet over the Spring, Summer and Fall months to fly various versions of
control line airplanes (small gas-powered airplanes attached to a line and controlled by one’s
arm). The men have different careers that present insight into the shared aspiration to fly a
small aircraft alongside another man. Neil and Joe are retired military veterans, Brian is a police officer, Greg is an engineer and Chris is some scientific engineer. They are all extremely
dedicated to the group and the planes they make, spending the Winter months constructing
dozens of planes to fly and destroy later in the year. Neil even machines his own parts to have
complete control over the engine’s performance.
After meeting the club and getting a better idea of how this quasi-sport operates by viewing practice matches, the main event came along just a few hours after my arrival - the battle. For this performance, the word ‘battle’ could act synonymously to its war environment depictions. The battle becomes a fight to the end,
as the specially engineered planes fly 97 miles per hour past one another, attempting to cut the streamers that follow each plane out of the air. The brutality of the
plane’s mission does not translate to the beauty of the dance that the men perform
on the ground within the eight-foot circle defined by a can of white aerosol paint.
The aggression of the plane becomes lost through the fifty-two feet and three inches of
high tension fishing line. The residual motion guides their bodies through an unscripted
dance. The way the planes direct them to rub their figures against one another is a contradiction to the space granted to straight men, outside of that circle. It is important to
note that these men view the movement within the interior of the loop as an assertion
of masculinity. To them, it is a direct translation of the action of the planes flying above.
7

After five minutes the dance ends with a loud military buzzer, signaling the conclusion
of the match. The painted border of the circle now loses its power as a container or safe
space for the men to disengage with a socially constructed definition of self. Once removed from the ring, the men resume performing a more traditional notion of masculine
physical space. They assert the necessity for their space by stationing at their private individual ‘pits’ until next match. That circle is vacant until the next round when it becomes
a competitive space once again.
My often two-channel videos from the matches are deadpan, revealing none of the movement happening above the contestants. Instead I focus on the grounded space of the
circle as they maneuver around the expanse. I was surprised and amazed to see Neil shoot
almost the same videos with his iPhone over and over again, quickly realizing my preconception of how they internalize their actions was utterly wrong. To them, the action of the
grounded space is just as significant and descriptive of what happens in the air.
After visiting more than a dozen matches and documenting the interior/exterior dynamics between the men, I understand the importance of that space. That circle is sacred
because it allows them to lose the guise of their manufactured existences. An actuality
that has been given to them and assumed with pleasure.
The group’s inability to recognize the dissonance between the two realities speaks to
their position as heterosexual white men, perpetually existing in a state of normative
existence. This blindness to engage with a critical discourse about one’s actions and
given privileges based on race, gender and sexual orientation is something I have seen
reflected in male figures throughout my life. I have found that when labeling men (myself
included) as white or Caucasian, most feel unconformable as if their position is being
challenged. Richard Dyer describes the incapacity for many CIS white men to see themselves within gender and raced context stating “As long as race is something applied
only to non-white peoples, as long as white people are not racially seen and named,
they/we function as a human norm. Other people are raced, we are just people.”1

Outside edge of the Wingbusters flying circle

______________________________________________________________________________
1. Dyer, Richard. “The Matter of Whiteness” White: Essays on Race and Culture. Abingdon: Routledge, 1997. 10. Print.
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Stills from Tom (Viking Funeral) 2017

TOP GUN

Much of the works that have been produced for my thesis broadly speak about masculinity along with the forces that define and perpetuate accepted mythology of
its actuality. While it could be challenging to find a thread through the many investigations and approaches, at the core is the quest for sustainable power. The title, Between Gods and Animals, refers to mans position as a mortal being, lusting
to possess the absolute authority of the gods while never being able to obtain it.
Gods are acting as a displacement of the systems that fight to maintain social order.
In contemporary society, I associate icons to be micro god-like figures for the world to
mimic. Through various platforms including sports, music, gaming, cinema, arts, counter-culture and social movements symbols are constructed. With the abundance of icons
presented to us on a daily basis, along with the rhetoric that we could become an icon
ourselves, a false sense of accessibility to reaching this status becomes instilled.
I experienced the mortal appetite to climb the social ladder first hand during my time
working with Steven, a Justin Bieber impersonator in As Justin #1 and As Justin #2
(2017). Through our conversations detailing his past with performance and desire for
the spotlight, Steven described how he uses the social power of the icon he plays to fill
an otherwise inaccessible ambition. He is well aware that he won’t become a celebrity.
He merely wants a taste of the power that Justin Bieber assumes. I asked him about his
experiences playing the role of a celebrity and how it made him feel. The commonality
of all his responses being that the star treatment, no matter how false or temporal, was
almost a drug-like experience to him

As Justin #1 and As Justin #2 (2017)
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Burn It Down (2017).
Speedstick, Nike Hyperaggressor shoe ash, fiber paper, MDF.

I can identify with Steven’s aspirations to become an icon. Growing up I watched Hollywood films like Top Gun and Purple Rain along with independent skateboard films, imagining what it would be like to be the characters and actors that portray them. Tom Cruise’s
character in Top Gun was particularly important to me, as the film was routinely on the
television. The continual exposure and reaffirmation that his character Maverick was the
epitome of what it means to be an American male (violent, sexually aggressive, stoic,
entitled, talented) penetrated my psyche, eventually reflecting the benchmark put forth.
The work produced these past two years is about rejecting a single standard for maleness
while examining the structures that systematize a gender binary. Two pieces burn down
icons of masculinity, literally and figuratively. Tom (Viking Funeral) 2017 and Burn It Down
(2017) both employ figures that have acted as definitions of a romanticized and gendered existence in my own life (Tom Cruise in Top Gun and Nike’s branding aesthetics).
I use fire to create my idealized world where I hold the power of influence that film and
marketing spheres have on constructing gender ideals. In a sense I am like Prometheus,
sculpting my version of man and giving him the ability to burn down his world. I view
burning as a privilege, rite of passage and act of honor. The heat and flames are creating a ruin which will provide the essential elements for new growth.
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FI(R)ST FIGHT

Noon.
Double cheeseburger and small fry. Sweet n’ sour of sauce. Dollar menu. One of each.
Noon thirty.
42 bottles of premium tequila. 12 bottles of premium vodka. 0 bottles of rum. 18 bottles of premium scotch. 0 bottles of whiskey. More premium champagne than I cared to
count. No beer. No water. No soda. 132 employees in my space. All premium.
Noon forty-five.
Too much cologne. Retreat to the cave. Drink. Smoke. Repeat.
Two.
Leave cave with bottles of silver fire in both hands, confident the scent is gone. The smell
remains. Retreat once again.

Five.
Back to work. Drink. Bark at the crowd like a dog. Back and forth. Drink. Back and forth.
Finally they are gone. Drink. Work is over. Drink.
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Six.
Fresh air. Long lines. The same smell. No cave here.

Seven.
Different smell.

Eight.
Nine.
Ten.
Eleven.

One.
14

INFLUENTIAL ARTISTS AND IDEAS

“

“

We, the men of these images and myself, might not sit
at an equal distance from the center, but we all have a
complicated relationship to what is considered normal - to our
benefit and our destruction.

JASON HANASIK

15

The breadth of my investigation into the forces that define and perpetuate false ideologies to assume and re-assume power has taken me to various spaces of influence.
From looking at the popular culture of the past/present to working with men in my
family and strangers on Craigslist, I have sifted through the ever-changing directors of
my existence. During this investigation, I have looked for artists choosing to explore
topics that are investigated at micro and macro levels, such as masculinity. Many artists are
concerned with how gender is constructed, defined and performed, which is the focus
of this section.
An artist who is subtly approaching the topic of gendered influence, which shares aesthetic
and conceptual similarities between my works, is Jason Hanasik. The bodies of work I resonate with investigate the power that the military has in creating a curated image of a male
soldier in contrast to the reality of those men existences as singular beings. Hanasik’s work
with military men is broken up into several different projects, utilizing photography, video
and the book form. Describing the seemingly known world of how maleness looks, walks
and talks.

Steven In a Bed of Flowers (2008) and Sharrod with the toy gun his grandfather gave him (2010)

Half of the military work focuses on a young Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC)
recruit transitioning into an identity characterized by the rules and regulations presented
to him. The other half of the work focuses on men actively deployed and currently in
combat. Between the two approaches, there is tension between the men’s dedication
to themselves and the institutions that define them. This strain becomes exasperated in
civilian life as they battle to find definitions of an authentic self.
In the photographic book, I Slowly Watched Him Disappear (2013) Hanasik documents a teenage boys (Sharrod) journey into manhood. The book acts as a supplement to the two video works, Sharrod (Turn/Twirl) (2013) and Sharrod (Workout) (2013).
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Both videos are static with the camera mounted on a tripod, never wavering its gaze,
creating a feeling that Sharrod is performing and looking at himself. Simultaneously it
feels like an examination of self, a similar experience to looking in the mirror and critiquing one’s looks. Similarly, in Sharrod (Turn/Twirl) (2013) the camera is static, the movement juxtaposed between the hidden platform that slowly spins Sharrod in a circle. His
blinking and breathing being the only movement under his jurisdiction as he attempts to
stand in a salute position for an unknown commander or force like a trophy on display.
Hanasik mentions that the circular motion presented is meant to reference the wind-up
box ballerina but for men, a stark difference between the rigidity often associated with
men in service.

Stills from Sharrod (Turn/Twirl) (2013)

The subdued tension between the twirl, the stance, and the two static shots is something I resonate with. To me, the subtly of the spin and the minor motion controlled by
Sharrod’s breathing allows the viewer to begin to find meaning in the minimal movement presented. This method of asking for deeper readings from the viewer is advantageous in my own viewing experience. While works like Lissa Rivera’s Beautiful Boy
may be understood on a universal level by the audience as a method of subverting
the gender schemas2 omnipresent in American culture, I find it simplistic to give the
viewer all the answers. Art should not act as an answer key. It should present questions.
Any positive experience I have personally had with a piece of art was directly related to
my discoveries. For me work like Beautiful Boy doesn’t challenge viewers in a discussion
about gender, it just shows a man dressed as a woman in repetition. Looking at one
photograph is the same experience as looking at every other image in the series.
Any interest in Rivera’s work relies on our underlying assumptions for gendered dress
and posture. While I think Rivera does a great job of starting a discussion about moving away from a gender binary, I feel that her work ends up reinforcing it by being so
blatantly obvious. The viewer learns little to nothing by seeing her partner be a sitin for her highly constructed images. Her boyfriend, the subject, becomes a token for
Rivera’s gain.dsdsadsadsadsadasdadasdsadasdadasdsaddsadasdasdasdsadsadadsadas
______________________________________________________________________________
2. Bem, Sandra Lipsitz. “Gender Schema Theory and Its Implications for Child Development: Raising Gender-Aschematic
w,Children in a Gender-Schematic Society” Signs Vol. 8, No. 4. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1983. 4. Print.
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I think Hanasik provides a more intellectual insight into how body language and dress are
gendered. His image Steven (Self Portrait #3) (2006) does an excellent job of highlighting
our expectations of how gender is performed in front of the camera. After having the opportunity to speak with Jason on the phone and question him about this piece in specific,
I became more engrossed in the unease his face, posture, and lack of clothing presents.

Steven (Self Portrait #3) (2006)

Steven is Jason’s best friend. He is one year older, straight (unlike Jason) and “surprised
the hell out of everyone by going to the military”3. It was at this point when their relationship diverged, partially because of their inability to communicate other than through
the mail. Steven sent Jason this self-portrait, which Jason faithfully kept as a memento
of his best friends transition into a different version of himself. Steven’s pose and lack
of dress associated with femininity. His facial expression and positioning of the camera reveal uncertainty within the person who he is becoming. The proximity between
the camera and Steven providing a different level of intimacy than Jason can access.
Steven’s self-portrait became a starting point for me to think about how male bodies
interact with themselves, each other and the camera. Can bearing witness to everyday
social occurrences heighten the way they are understood? What happens when that moment is elongated? Those questions ran through my mind while making First Base (2018).
In the video two men who have never met embrace in a hug for a five-minute duration in
front of a lone camera. The two men straddle to stay in place as they silently hold each
other. The frontal figure’s insecurities become exaggerated through the stillness of the
video and his wandering gaze. Every frame is describing their own internal dialogue.
______________________________________________________________________________
3. Hanasik, Jason. Phone Interview. 6 March 2018.
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Stills from First Base 2018
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KENNETH TAM
Champagne 1-4 (2016)

Another artist using masculinity and the rituals of dress, body language and spatial relationships between bodies in their work is Kenneth Tam. Tam is also responsive to how
masculinity is and more importantly is not performed in Western culture. He often uses
models from Craigslist, himself or his father as subjects for his photographs, sculptures,
and videos. Two of his works that resonate with me and my process, in particular, is the
entirety of his The Loving Cup (2016) exhibition at Commonwealth & Council in Los Angeles and his video Breakfast In Bed (2010).

The Loving Cup (2016) at Commonwealth & Council, Los Angeles

The work shown in The Loving Cup (2016) is comprised of
three single-channel videos, a series of photographs and
sculptures. The sculpture Tickle Tackle (2016) is made from
a boiling pot forced closed, full of weight but denied any
chance of opening while concurrently referencing the form of
a women’s handbag. In the next room a series of photographs
Champagne 1-4 (2016) depicts the artist and a stranger
embracing in a hug, drenching themselves in bubbly champagne. Champagne 1-4 alludes to the celebration sports icons
experience after winning a championship which allow men to
infiltrate each other’s personal space. That small moment is
one of the only times male to male embrace are presented
in sports. Tam highlights the absurdity of cultural blindness
through elongating the moment in four almost identical frames.
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Tickle Tackle (2016)

Breakfast In Bed, (2010)

Breakfast In Bed, (2010) is another video piece of Tam’s exploring the ritual of man. He
presents a different viewing experience, depending on how one is relating the content of the work to the contemporary social landscape. In the 32 minute video, Tam
employs men from Craigslist to meet in a wood-paneled room (man-cave reference)
on a monthly basis to perform rituals. fdfdfdfdfdffdsffdfdsfdfsfsfdsdfsdfsdfdsfsdfsfdsfsd
The room is small, claustrophobic and amplifies the routine of meaningless gestures they perform, such as the men dancing shirtless or speaking positively about
others to the group. While the men woefully perform, the space becomes a laboratory to unlearn the rules of masculinity. Unlike many of Tam’s other pieces, he is
not present in this video, which masks the control he has over his subjects, the collaboration being between the men within the frame and an unknown director.
While I don’t find his directorial position in the film problematic, I do see issues with
a scene of the men holding hands and dancing in a circle, reminiscent of a Native
American pow wow. His appropriation of a culture that has been taken advantage
to the point of near oblivion can easily be viewed as inappropriate at best, damning at worst. Tam associates the act with a Scandinavian Christmas ritual still in use.
Without that context, the gesture could be re-framed however the viewer pleases.
Tam often speaks about the perception or guise of humor in his work, ground that I
believe we share. His reaction to the question of humor in the work he makes is similar to mine, why is it funny? Coming into a gallery or space of critique, it is essential
to not only question the work in front of you and the intention of the artist but what
it makes you feel and why. The artwork presented is not an answer, it is a question.
Humor is often used in art or critiques of art both as an entry point and as a coping mechanism for the viewer to disengage with the analysis of one’s own thoughts and belief
systems to project onto the piece(s). Finding symmetry to transcend both uses can be
difficult, though I think much of Tam’s work is successful in navigating that territory. In the
work of Tam’s I discussed, I find humor to be an essential vessel for getting men to think
about the construction of their gender composition.
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“

Still from William Wegman’s Crooked
Finger, Crooked Stick (1972-73)

There are no published case studies of geliophobia, the fear of
laughter, but the history of visual art mostly is one. Despite how
unbearable life would be without it, artists get anxious letting
laughter leak into their work.

TIM DAVIS

While the work of Tim Davis may not relate to the general theme of masculine identity, we are both concerned with negotiating power structures that systematize the way
we operate. I feel that Davis’ work and writings have given my photographs a space
to live within the context of fine art photography because of this overlap in interests
along with how he chooses to make pictures.fdffdfdf.....dfddsdsdsdsdsdsfdfdfdfdfdfdfdf

In his article Photogeliophobia: Fear of funny Photography (A Diagnosis) from the Fall 2013
issue of Apeture Magazine, Davis pinpoints the advent of modernism as the turning point
“when novelty and restraint unseated art’s social,communicative function”. He goes on to
argue that even artists whose works you cannot help but laugh at like William Wegman’s
Crooked Finger, Crooked Stick (1972-73) and Daniel Bozhkov Eau d’Ernest (2005), there will
always be a constant tension between the viewer and the work. Any element of humor presented challenges how we are trained to identify and engage with art.

He starts the piece by explaining that he began to take photography courses in the wake
of 9/11, a highly charged time fueled by anxiety and fear, telling that the only way to
deal with the upheaval was to use humor. Davis’ approach using humor as a means of
______________________________________________________________________________
4. Davis, Tim. “Photogeliophobia: Fear of funny Photography (A Diagnosis)” Aperture Magazine. Fall 2013 “Playtime”.,
w.40-45. Print.
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communication provides room for critical respite. The fluidity that laughter allows
is one of the only positive emotions that we can share as human beings. If we cannot be empathetic to others feelings and opinions, we can at least laugh together.
Aside from Davis’ use of humor and wit within his work, his photographic style has directly
influenced me. In my favorite body of his work, the book My Life in Politics (2006) he uses
color, scale, text (within the photographic frame and lifted from the frame as a design
element) looking at, looking through and at distance between subject and camera as a
way to guide the viewer through the democratic world Davis has provided. American
author Michael Kimmelman speaks of Davis’ photographs as “refusing to propagandize,
imply a pity for both left and right, a sense that democracy is messy business... But it also
reminds us that the camera, by its nature, can lend a curious grace to whatever it sees,
no matter how forlorn or marginal”.5

Tim Davis Founding Fathers’ Crotches

Shawn Bush Midas Touch, Too

Kimmelman’s assertion that the nature of taking a photograph of something, no matter how banal, is another space of allowance that I feel Davis’ work has given my own.
I was first introduced to My Life in Politics during my final year of undergraduate education, a turning point in my career when I began to find merit in the pictures I was
creating that some critics mentioned were ‘of nothing.’ Coming back to school as a
graduate student, my initial goal was to move away from my roots in (conceptual)
documentary photography and bookmaking, which I feel I was able to do, expanding
the breadth of my practice. Though it feels like I have somewhat returned to past
modes of making, by looking at what I have produced throughout the past two years,
it is clear to see Davis’ influence reach beyond my photographic works and into other
mediums as well.
______________________________________________________________________________
5. Kimmelman, Michael. “The Listings; Tim Davis” The New York Times. 8 October 2004. Web. 9 March 2018.
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MCNAIR EVANS
Spread from Confessions for a Son

The work of McNair Evans, especially his Confessions for a Son (2014) book has had an
impact on the way I have begun to re-approach using the medium of photography as a
primary tool for creative expression.
In Confessions for a Son (2014) Evans returns to his home
after his fathers passing to photographic the lasting psychological landscape of his father’s existence, providing
an empathetic yet critical look at a figure who has and
has not defined the artist’s presence. In the book, he incorporates found images of his fathers past, along with
personal notes that drop out of the book as if they were
forgotten about, meant to be picked up later in life to be
understood. The image and text Evans include suggest
that he is longing for his father, not in the physical or emotional sense, more for an
answer to the question of who was the man that raised him so he can understand how
things unraveled at the end of his life. As a male who also feels disconnected from my
father and his ideals, I can resonate with Evan’s craving for answers to inform his idea
of self.
While Evans is looking for an origin point when the family business that supported their family for five generations began to go out of business, I am involved
in unpacking the motive of my father conditioning me to become a version of himself. Within my own experiences of photographing my father and the places he inhabits which define him, I have experienced a similar emotional transition that
Evans has. Anger from lack of knowledge or understanding that has dominated our relationship to this point is turning into in mutual empathy for each other.
While we are both using photography and the book form as an entry point to discuss
familial relationships, the approach that Evans and I are taking to photograph our family
is much different. The mood that Evan’s employs are one of wonder, mystery, and longing using light metaphorically to visualize these feelings. Much of my work wasn’t made
25

during the golden hours of the day that cast long shadows and present a different palette than the starkness of the daytime.
While Evans is retracting his father’s steps to know him nine years after his passing,
perhaps out of confusion or the necessity of closure. I am trying to work with my
father while he is still alive and physically able to collaborate. It is difficult to say
what approach could be more emotionally draining, though from my experience
and Evan’s writings, both a taxing. .dddddd.............dddddddddddddddddddddd.d
0 9 0 9 9 0 9 9 f d f s f a s f a f s d f s a ff a f d s fffff 9 9 0 9 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
I fully understand how strenuous it can be to turn the lens onto those who have had a direct effect on my being. The photo Kevin (2017) was a beautifully challenging experience
to make that I believe Bob Pease’s notion of the father wound6 reflects well. Pease asserts
that the lack of fatherly attention and the son’s lack of ability to identify with his father
creates a gap between defining sociological ideas such as gender. During the shoot the
distance between our ideologies was felt by both of us. I was able to unapologetically
touch his body, placing my hands on his head and face to move it towards the camera
just so. A healthy tension between father/son, gay/straight, and right/wrong ensued for
the duration of the five-minute shoot that I will never forget. It is the closest our bodies
have been to each other since being a child.

Dinner Table (2013)
Kevin (2017)

______________________________________________________________________________
6. Pease, Bob. “Beyond The Father Wound: Memory-Work And The Deconstruction Of The Father-son Relationship”
w.Australian and New Zealand Journal of Family Therapy. 2000. 9-15. Print
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PALM JOCKEY

As a young boy, my father and his comrades took it upon themselves to pass along rituals of masculinity that were given to them as children. These rituals came in a variety of
forms that preserved their physical space, such as mowing the lawn and taking care of
the family’s finances, while others defined owning that space like the handshake.
No ritual was more defining of your position within masculine centered social circles than
the handshake. This multifaceted performance directly describes one’s intention and
place within the social hierarchy in relation to the other hand that has been extended to
you.
From my father and his friends, I learned there is but a few simple rules and regulations
that one must follow in order to shake another man’s hand successfully.
Rule #1
Before you extend an arm (regardless of desire), you must address the other man with
eye contact and any audible noise. This noise comes in a variety of forms, from a simple
hello to a modest grunt and acts as recognition of the other person’s presence.
Rule #2
Grab the other mans hand, and hard. Harder than you would do to yourself in any given
situation. Your hand now acts as a conductor to instill a sense of your own physical and
emotional power within the human tethered to you. Use this power wisely. Do not be
overzealous or light with your grip.
Rule #3
Hold on. Hold on for at least 2 to 3 seconds. If you hold on to any less, it means you are
afraid of the person across from you. If you hold on for any longer, it says that you have
a psychical attraction to the person across from you.
Rule #4
Let go. Grab a beer, a cigar, a sandwich, a cigarette, your crotch, your ass, a woman, a
pool cue, anything. Your bodies and hands have now polarized. The magnetic fields now
reversed, back to their standard location. You are now done and have established your
position within the surrounding group.
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With over thirty years of handshake experience, I feel like I have shaken my fair share of
hands. Soft hands, hard hands, cracked hands, bloody hands and hairy hands to name a
few. None of those hands have had an impact on my perception of the ritual of shaking
another man’s hand more than my father’s best friend Mike’s hands, which were a combination of soft, hard, cracked, hairy and sometimes bloody.
As a young boy, I would regularly venture to my parent’s basement where my father
constructed a simple bar setup. It had everything you need. A pool table, a bathroom,
and a bar. It was all there. I lusted to be in that cavernous space. It transformed me from
a young boy to a man in thirty-two steps. The basement is where Mike and I met. The
basement is where Mike taught me how to be. I respected Mike’s opinion. He defined
musicality for me, almost as if testosterone was oozing out of him. Like a slug, I wanted
to suck up his residual slime. That was until we shook hands

Mike grabbed my hand with a bear-like grip and successfully performed rules one through
four in a very efficient manner. We locked eyes. We held on. We let go. The difference
between Mike’s handshake and every other is that physical pain was added to the equation, between steps two and three. As he gripped my hand with his mighty strength, he
would pop my knuckles in and of their individual sockets. I would laugh in the pain it
caused for the allowance to stay in that sacred space, but I will never forget the feeling.
It has not been replicated since.
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Stills from F2D 2017

PRINCE THE ARTIST & COMPANION

Outside of the contemporary art world, countless artists have informed my practice and
the work produced for this thesis. No artist has had more of an impact on the way I perceive masculinity and its performance than Prince. Prince was an essential figure during
a time when I was unsure about where I fit within the surrounding world at large. During
the first nine months of undergraduate school, I had a hamster named Prince that lived
in a purple acrylic castle. He faithfully stayed by my side until his death. His final resting
place, a quiet nook underneath the stairs leading to a Chicago beach.

Prince at the cusp of becoming a symbol

Prince’s (hamster) grave at 12th St. beach

As a young boy, I distinctly remember the allure of this man that somehow plays the role of a
dominating male figure but was also emotional, flamboyant and mysterious. People looked
him up to from all walks of life, enough to become a platinum-selling artist, selling over 100
million albums in countries all over the world. It was at this time in the late 1980’s and early
1990’s when identifying with an alternative lifestyle became tolerable. Other music genres or
movements such as Glam, Punk, Grunge and New Wave gave Prince the allowance to begin
deconstructing the way American masculinity is understood at a mass level.
Like Prince, I am keen to press against the standard framework for performing maleness
in my work. In my video F2D (2017) an expanse in an empty field provides a safe space
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for men to perform a dance of controlled spontaneity in five-minute intervals. Using the
guise of battle, I can associate the dance that the men do to the stage that Prince sings
on. Simply stated, it provides a platform and the confidence for men to perform a different version of masculinity.
I find this especially interesting in relation to Prince as an artist. His fluidity and flamboyancy can rarely be copied by the audience, creating a gap between the two. This relationship to the audience is different than other musicians approach to provide minimal
amounts of accessibility is key to success. In the documentary Heavy Metal Parking Lot
(1986) Jeff Krulik and John Heyn document and interview a crowd of tailgating Judas
Priest fans before a 1986 concert. The entire group comprised mainly of white men,
dress in garb similar to Judas Priest, trying to embody the essence of the musical group
through replicating the presented ideology.
Along with Prince defying gender norms, I am amazed at his ability to waver between
musical genres, roles, and artistic mediums. Seeing Purple Rain at the age of thirteen
was extremely important to me. The importance is partially coming from the detailed
visualization of his dress, language, and mannerisms. At that point in my life, I have seen
other artists attempt to move between careers, especially into film unsuccessfully. To me,
Purple Rain established him as a whole being and truly an artist because of his ability to
act, or continue his act, through both a variety of venues.

Stills from Jeff Krulik and John Heyn’s Heavy Metal Parking Lot (1986)

Like skateboarding Prince represented an alternative to what I viewed as normalized
masculinity. A place to dress how I wanted, disengage with roles I felt I needed to fill
and have fun. The same year I first saw Purple Rain was the last I went trick or treating in
my suburban Detroit neighborhood along with my pack of skateboard friends. My lime
green leotard-esque costume was not a direct representation of Prince but was certainly
inspired by him and his fuck you to gender normalcy.
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SUPER, KAY?

The car was full and it was snowing, the entire reason for seeking shelter. It is too cold
outside, or really just too wet. Nothing to do but fantasize about being elsewhere.
Circle once. Circle twice. Circle a third time.
Potential. It has to be one of us. Alright.
Jump out of the car into the vacant parking lot. Blend in. Move swift. Go unnoticed. Stay calm and inconspicuous. Thumb through messages. Reach destination:
garden center.
Look left. Look right. Look left. Look right. Look left. The fence rattles and vibrates.
A
few
more
feet.
Stage 1, complete. No time to celebrate. Hop here. Hop up there. Through the
window.
Stage 2 complete. A white empty football field. Everything is coated in a dust.
Now what. In the locker room. Windy. Dark. Uncomfortable.
A record of movement. The big leagues. 10 yard line. 20 yard line. 30 yard line.
To the bench.
Darker. What the hell is that noise? Human, animal or something between? Shuffle. Call
out to coach. F u c k i n g s c a r e d. Stay in the game.
This goes where. Ok. Nope. Can’t do it. Can’t ride that. Back on the field.
40 yard line.
50 yard line. Second room. Lights flicker. Cue dramatic music. Unexpected cuts and
high pitch noises. Anxious. Scared. Afraid. Startled. Terrified. Petrified.
Keep moving. Shuffle.
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30 yard line.
20 yard line. Go west. Less dust. Just the right size. Tables. Racks. Plywood. Filing
cabinets. Desks. What is that noise? Terrified.
10 yard line.
The end zone. How is it windy? Shuffle. In stock. Breezy. Scared. Shuffle.
bang
Stock is moving quick. Too quick. Unforeseen. TERRIFIED. Left. Right. Left. Right.
Right. Right. Push. Run.
Hide.

Andrew, Cambridge (2018)
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CATHERINE OPIE
								
		
Another artist whose work I relate to is Catherine Opie. I admire her for continuing to depict those individuals hidden in the periphery of (American) society along with her ability
to waiver through different styles and subject matters. Opie’s work often promises but
fails to deliver the legitimately of an identifying trait, part of her approach to subverting
gender norms. Many of her works directly play on the juxtaposition between the symbols and the bodies that we associate gender with, specifically Being and Having (1991).

es

Luigi (1991)

In Being and Having (1991) she employs identifying female friends
from the Los Angeles LGBTQ community to pose for her, performing tropes of the LA male gang banger. The pictures are successful
in aesthetics because of the interaction between Opie and the
subject. I suspect this because she was photographing people
from the community she belongs to, facilitating a different level of
intimacy that I would be able to.

The bright yellow background contrast the hardened look and
dress of the subjects who stare directly at the camera. The subjects
face being in close proximity to the lens. The printed photographs
sit in black frames adorned with nameplates that brilliantly denote
J (1991)
the person’s party name or masculine alter ego. Opie emphasized
the importance of isolating them instead of photographing them
in clubs or at home by stating “when you isolate the face and put a
name tag on the frame, you equalize the notion of identity”.5 The
allure of Opie’s work especially in Being and Having (1991) lies in
its ability to criticize the notion of gender identification as stable,
united and in any way natural.
Bo (1991)
______________________________________________________________________________
5. Guralnik, Orma, “Being and Having an Identity: Catherine Opie,” Studies in Gender and Sexuality. 14.3. 2013.
....241. Print.
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Another work I have a deep connection with is Opie’s Dyke Deck (1995) series, presented as
a ‘book’ of loose trading cards. The photographs were produced in a studio setting and generated from an open call to the LGBTQ community and friends. They are made in black and
white and printed on playing cards to create a literal object that can be held and uniquely
reshuffled by viewers. It was not until after I started photographing men for my own series of
fake trading cards that I was introduced to this body of work. Once having the opportunity to
flip through a deck of cards myself, it solidified my interest in her practice and somehow gave
hope that my treatment to a similar subject matter and presentation method has some merit.

Dyke Deck (1995)

Dude Deck, Jared Roth (2016-18)

My fascination with Opies ability to change styles and interests comes to a head with her
High School Football photographs. Stylistically they are much different than her more
trademark works like Being and Having, Dyke
Deck and many self-portraits. I am intrigued that
as a queer woman, Opie has chosen to work outside of the space of making queer art. One of the
most essential things Catherine does in her work is
to show masculinity in both binary and non-binary
spectrums.
The photographs in the series are comprised of
portraits of high school football players along with
landscape and action shots, more familiar to classic
modes of documentary photographic conception. A
refreshing take on the depictions of masculine sports
culture can be seen through her portraits in the series. Her strategy of slowly dissolving tropes though
small changes of posture and gaze are strategies I
have tried to adopt as a means to indirectly engage
the viewer in a discussion about gender.
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Dusty (2017)

HAL FISCHER
						
							

Hank Willis Thomas
Priceless #1 (2004)

I associate the work of Hal Fisher to my thesis explorations, especially his Gay Semiotics:
A Photographic Study of Visual Coding Among Homosexual Men (1977). In this body of
work Fischer photographs urban gay men (his friends and lovers) becoming is a quasianthropological study of gay men’s visual codes against the backdrop of what is known to
be gay. The gay liberation movement of the 1970’s preceded by the feminist movement
of the 1960’s, laid down the groundwork for artists like Fisher, Opie, and Prince to be
able to exist outside of the binary with validity being found in their concepts and work.
The pieces in Hal Fischer’s work functions somewhat similarly to Hank Willis Thomas’ Priceless #1 (2004) by breaking down art-historical and popular culture traditions,
focusing on the contradictions that the text and presented image create. While this work
is often taken at face value because of it deadpan imagery, descriptive text, and use of
humor, it is still critical, affectionate and penetrating. His use of expressionless humor
works because of the ability to harmonize iconography, typology, and taxonomy in a
sharp, analytic and didactic manner.
While many of the subjects I focus on, including myself, are white males that have
undeniable privilege, I am similarly looking at the allowance of self, hidden from
society by examining the space(s) where men are allowed to act in ways that go
against an established set of rules. While sport and media culture can sometimes offer
opportunities for an exploration into a true self, I along with sociologist and founder
for the Center for Men and Masculine Studies, Michael S. Kimmel, believe that most,
if not all men feel the need to express genuine emotion without ridicule. During a
short phone conversation, he mentioned “I truly don’t believe that men are able to
keep up the everyday performance of their gender. I have asked the most hardened
men what they do when they are alone with their thoughts and most cry knowing their
interior and exterior selves diverge so drastically”.7 This continual effort to keep
up an appearance or guise is often associated with femininity, exposing the
eroding gender line.fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff
______________________________________________________________________________
7. Kimmel, Michael S. Phone Interview. 19 September 2017.
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One of the things I find fascinating about Fischer’s work is his
spective to the gay scene in 1970’s San Francisco along with his
lize the threat between being gay and being a man. He says “I
thing and I was celebrating it by using text and a certain way
a very deliberately artificial way to disarm it, to not make it

insider/outsider perintention to destabiwas exposing someof photographing in
threating”.8.........................

At the time of creating the work, Fischer had just moved to the Bay Area for graduate
school at San Francisco State University and was not keen to the ‘hanky codes’ describing different modes or preferences for casual gay sex. The relationship to historical
ethnographic imagery and advertising compliments the way Fischer photographs the
men or parts of the men. Effectively turning them into counter-cultural icons and commodities at the same time. To me, this work does an excellent job of giving the middle
finger to social norms about gender and othering of gay men while giving those men
a platform to be seen in a more accurate representation of self. Part of this accurate
representation comes from his relationship with the men and community, as well as an
understanding between him and the subject as to how a collaborative gaze can be met
through the lens.

Blue Handkerchief/Red Handkerchief (1977)

______________________________________________________________________________
8. Bryan-Wilson Julia. “Gay Semiotics Revisited” Aperture Magazine. Spring 2015 “Queer”. 32-39. Print.
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CONCLUSION

The past two years of approaching the subject of straight white American masculinity
has been revealing. Many people want me to focus on something micro when I am
mostly fascinated by the macro. I am not invested in one aspect of gendered influence
but rather on the different and continually evolving forces that characterize us as social
beings.
It has been particularly challenging to assert this notion when showing work, as every
viewer has a different defined version of femininity and masculinity. Comments usually
verge on what I should or shouldn’t do, with the main reason being clarity and to realize
a version of what is or what is not masculine, often overlapping the two overtly. As many
of the contemporary artists that have influenced this work have shown, the discussion
about an acceptable gender binary is digested easier when speaking in specifics (military
culture, interpersonal relationships, sports culture, queer culture, familial relationships).
To navigate from influence to influence, I am attempting to break away from directly
referencing any specific scenario. Instead of relying on titling, sequencing, layering, and
pacing to break the formula I was given.
Covering such a wide range of influences brings along both aesthetic and conceptual
issues. Foremost, how can I break apart the construction of gender through visual art
without diluting it down to something defined through a series of images? Experimenting with material and form became paramount to the investigation into how I can best
translate my ideas to the viewer, finding that no single medium, material or approach to
a medium could encompass the whole.
My thesis and past work both examine the construction of identity through the lens of
Western ideological forces. My previous book, A Golden State, investigates the mythologies associated with Californian existence, concentrating on place and the use of natural landscape to reinforce certain ideologies about the West. My thesis work continues
to critically dissect American ideals and how they are distributed, accepted and then perpetuated back into society, specifically looking at the myth of masculinity. How it came
to be, how it is represented in contemporary culture, who maintains it, what is defined as
masculine and most importantly what it is not.
Working with a polarizing topic like American (hegemonic) masculinity I have to continually ask myself why I am making this work, who is it for and where am I positioned
within its heteronormative roots. Should I strictly be making work for a gallery or muse39

um setting where the demographics are a poor representation of society or should I be
making work that can be easily accessed by the public for free? My approach to making
throughout my graduate studies has focused mainly on the gallery setting, though I have
found merit in placing my work in the world for free consumption.
This mock movie poster is an excellent example of taking my work and
concepts outside of the gallery/museum/digital sphere and bringing
them into a physical public space where the audience is forced to interact with it at a variety of levels. The mock poster for the box office
hit Jason Bourne seen here has a website and QR code to take the
audience a website I made, youknowourname.org. The site provides
academic and non-academic information into how gender, specially
maleness, is constructed and preserved. It also includes information
on how to create a more diverse and inclusive gender landscape for
future generations through supplemental texts.
The flyers were placed onto cars in parking lots of venues that statistically cater to men
like Home Depot/Lowes, Seekonk Race Track, Tri Force MMA Training, sports bars and
Newport Men’s Clubs to name a few. The posters were also wheat pasted on streets that
get frequent foot traffic and on top of local New England movie theatre poster boxes, in
hopes of creating enough confusion to entice enough curiosity to visit the website.

While the success to this approach of sharing my work with a new audience could be
defined by the number of viewers that visit the website along with time spent on each
page, I view any exposure to a recognizable but unknown icon filling the role of Jason
Bourne as a disruption to the familiar and known. This approach and work in particular,
could quickly be passed by and never digested. The simple task of acknowledging its
presence is easy to dismiss, leaving me to question the possibilities of reaching everyone, or at least a wider audience.
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Youknowourname.org
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Ideally, all of my work could live in a variety of forms, though I am weary where it could
have the most impact. Many of the video pieces I made are durational and could quickly
be passed over. Some of the video and photo-based works such as First Base (2017) and
As Justin #1 and As Justin #2 (2017) could exist in a variety of spaces since they play on
popular culture iconography and common gestures, providing portals for access to the
underlying content. Having those pieces engulf public areas like airports, city squares,
sides of buildings or train stations could be a place for them to blur gender lines on a
more significant level. By placing those pieces in the mentioned spaces, it would begin
to normalize cultural taboos like male to male intimacy and begin to dispel the authority
of the American icon.
A large part of the normalization and breakdown of social norms is to directly take on
consumer culture, media and other forces that hold ideological power. While creating
work within the ‘real’ world, it is hard to not references these forces. They play an essential role in how we construct personal identity within the social fabric of contemporary
society. While I have approached this power dynamic in a variety of ways, my most successful piece in navigating this space is with the video Tom (Viking Funeral) (2016) where
a portrait of Maverick played by Tom Cruise in the film Top Gun is given a funeral fit for a
Viking leader. As the video plays, the funeral reveals itself to be both a construction and
a performance, choreographed by the artist to undermine the power of the icon and the
film studios that spread false ideals of masculinity.
Another issue working with a polarizing subject is that I am using content that is both
incredibly personal and operates on levels of mass influence. Being a straight white male
in the socio-political climate of today certainly presents challenges. Finally for the first
time in history, American (white) male power dynamics are coming into question. With
my thesis work, I want to include myself in that conversation. The work acts as an introspective approach in attempting to come to terms with the prerogative, brutality and the
conflict of my existence as a straight middle-class white man living in America.
That being said, there have been several critiques of the work that rely on assumptions of
artistic intent, as opposed to critiquing the actual piece. In the circumstances where this has
happened, questioning the question, or the process of arriving at the question has been vital
in understanding how the viewer came to that conclusion. Much of the work I have produced
indeed imparts a loud voice, though I view many of the critiques to be reflections of the viewer’s selves and the ideologies they carry. Visual art, especially photography and video serve as
fantasies for the knowledge and mental images that the viewer projects. Simply stated, what is
gained by the viewer is a direct collaboration between the artist, themselves, the viewing environment and the social landscape that they all exist in. Without being conditioned by the constantly moving parts that make up Western society, much of the symbolism would be lost, no
matter how overt they are. We are all intersubjective beings that coexist in whatever reality we
create. Without the constant bombardment of information and symbols, all we can do is feel.
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The reality of existing in a social-centric society is that if one does not play by a set of
extremely generalized rules, one is doomed to be in social limbo for eternity. What artists can do is to help move the line back and forth between right and wrong, acceptable
and unacceptable, so the line either dissolves or is blurred past the point of recognition.
Moving forward beyond my thesis, I want to play a role in blurring that line. While the
work that has been produced up until this point has attempted to work against the parameters of heteronormative masculinity, there are other ways to push the concept while
staying focused on the straight male.
While I bounce back and forth between focusing on different factions of manhood,
I understand the need to jump into a specific culture of masculinity that I could describe in detail. Throughout my entire graduate studies, I have been battling with confronting one of the most defining aspects of my masculine identity, skateboarding.
I found skateboarding at the age of thirteen, five years after the advent of the X-Games
which focus on all extreme sports. Just four years after the 1996 Telecommunications
Act was introduced, I became the prime target to create a lifelong consumer, directly
relating social/personal worth to whatever consumer good I can purchase. Based on a
reality revolving around the consumptions of ideology via material products and media,
I used what was given to me to construct a world that felt like it was only mine, through
apparently was not. The allure of an alternate existence blinded me to the forces selling
me that substitute reality.
To give some context to how constructed this alternative identity was, in the year 2000,
which is the same year I received my first skateboard, over 12 million skateboarders
roamed the streets while only 10.9 million baseball players stepped up to bat.9 The social
landscape of sports culture was changing rapidly, and I was being taken for a ride. My
alternative reality was anything but alternate.
Using the culture and media that surrounds the sport as a template to create my own
reality, skateboarding was the benchmark of my being. It was who I felt I was, who I associated with and clearly defined who I should aspire to be.
That template carried me throughout middle, high and undergraduate school. It was not
until I was 100% engulfed in the culture, working as a designer and photographer for a
significant skateboard distributor, that I realized I am incredibly uncomfortable in a sea
of white men that look just like me. The differences between those who prescribe to a
skater centric ideology and those who don’t were too stark not to notice and criticize.
Everything was a competition, and it pissed me off. At one point, I made a large banner
with ‘dropping names’ written in bold marker to repel discussions based on who knows
______________________________________________________________________________
9. Yochim, Emily C. Skate Life: Re-Imagining White Masculinity. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press. 2010. 8. Print.
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who, that would habitually happen in front of my desk. From drinking beer to bombing
hills and to giving the least shits about whatever was in question, daily life revolved
around the assertion of one’s place within the social hierarchy. In this particular situation
my job, experience and skill set placed me at the top of the hierarchy. Being in that space
gave me the allowance to peek behind the curtain, exposing myself to the rancid stench
that encompasses the belly of the beast. In my case, the stench smelled like bullshit,
bearing grease and pomade.
Moving forward with my investigation into the straight white American male psyche, I
want to examine the subject through an avenue that I was raised by and understand all of
the subtleties of. By looking at the culture of skateboarding and the ones who subscribe
to its ideals, I believe that I can unpack the formation of my identity in further detail. A
character based on the rejection of popular American culture, ultimately reinforcing social/gender binaries and supporting the capitalist structure.

The year I got my first skateboard (2000)
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